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Motivation

Social media has become an important communication channel for game
developers

I feedback shared by players on social media platforms is immediate
I it allows developers to quickly react to issues or concerns
I to develop strategies for improving player retention
I and to market their games
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Motivation

analyzed large-scale microblogging data corresponding to a specific
game and related it to actual in-game data in order to obtain a more

holistic view of microblogging and in-game behavior



Research Questions

For which communication purposes are players using Twitter?
How is the players’ sentiment towards different topics?

Can Twitter messages provide valuable contextual information
for understanding fluctuations in in-game activity?

Which members take on an important role in an online player
community?
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Use Case: Destiny



Data Collection
Collected tweets related to Destiny using the Twitter Search API

14 months June 9th, 2016 to
July 17th, 2017

1,062,390 tweets 246,881
users

Collected in-game for Twitter accounts with available Xbox gamertag or PSN ID
using the Bungie API

3,548 accounts
time spent playing per day
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Analysis
to facilitate data analysis we developed a visual analytics tool

I different visualizations with different abstraction levels
I data analysis algorithms such as sentiment analysis
I views can be added and removed dynamically
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Media File (video/avi)




Results
Events leading to increased activity

Release of Rise of Iron

Announcement Destiny 2 trailer

Release Destiny 2 trailer
Destiny 2 gameplay trailer

Destiny 2 beta announcement

Festival of the Lost announcementFestival of the Lost eventThe Dawning announcementThe Dawning event

I most pronounced peaks relate to new game content
I in many cases announcements seems to get more attention then the event

going live
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Results
Topics evoking positive or negative sentiment

tendency that topics causing negative reactions are directly
linked with the game itself
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Results
Topics evoking positive or negative sentiment

tendency that topics causing negative reactions are directly
linked with the game itself

positively received matters mainly concern the community and
game-related topics
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proposed to me in @DestinyTheGame so yeah I said yes <3

A big congrats to @MsMinotaur and @tha_rami on their engagement

in Destiny, thanks to some help from @Bungie.
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Recurring Themes

Social conversation not related to the game

Looking for others to play with

Sharing of fan art

Posting of guides and walkthroughs
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advertise fan art or guides through official accounts

actively support streamers to increase conversation about and
promote interest in the game
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The End

support
charities &
community

efforts

use in-game &
Twitter data to
detect events

offer facilities
for finding
teammates

share fan
created art and

guides

support
streamers

Contact:
guenter.wallner@uni-ak.ac.at

http://www.autoteles.org
@wallnergue
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